TO: All OPRA Data Feed Recipients

FROM: OPRA, LLC

RE: REVISION - Scheduled Increase of OPRA Message and Packet Rates

Pursuant to the notice below, the scheduled date for the implementation of higher OPRA message and packet rates is being extended to allow for additional testing time. The revised implementation date will be Wednesday February 4, 2015. Customers wishing to schedule additional test time in preparation for February 4th should register for testing at CQS-CTS-OPRA@siac.com.

Thank you

OPRA, LLC.

From: Opra-notice@cboe.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2014 9:20 AM
To: Opra-notice@cboe.com
Cc: OPRA
Subject: REMINDER: Upcoming OPRA Increase Of Message And Packet Rates

Dear OPRA Data Feed Recipients,

This is a reminder that the next planned OPRA Implementation to increase message and packet rates is scheduled for January 21, 2015.

As reported in the latest OPRA capacity notification on July 10, 2014, and previous capacity notices, SIAC continues to increase the maximum possible message per second rates (on a system and line basis) and packet rates as part of the ongoing effort to support OPRA capacity requirements.

The purpose of this notice is to inform OPRA data recipients of new capacity requirements so customers are prepared to handle the increased rates. If you are a direct feed recipient please contact SIAC to arrange for capacity testing in order to verify your firms ability to handle the increased rates.

The July, 10 capacity notification and details can be found at the following link:
http://www.opradata.com/specs/OPRA_Bandwidth_100ms_071014.pdf

Thank you,

OPRA, LLC.